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all 26 comments
sorted by: 

[–] pearson530  47 points 7 months ago

That's actually a Sauwastika/manji (卍), the
Buddhist symbol for peace. Swastikas (卐) are the
other way around. I know this because, as an
atheist, I feel that it's nessesary to read up on
religion more than the average person of faith.

permalink

[–] bodom2245  23 points 7 months ago

This is literally Atheism. In order to understand
reLIEgion, you must learn about it so you can
point out many of its obvious flaws. This guy is
so enlightened by his intelligence.

permalink parent

[–] garrison0  11 points 7 months ago

Broken arms.

EDIT: Every damn thread!

permalink parent

[–] teachmesomething  5 points 7 months ago

Hitler was a Christian. -1 euphoria.

permalink parent

[–] [deleted] 3 points 7 months ago

eh?

permalink parent

[–] heisenberg69 [S] 4 points 7 months ago*

Logic. Something we must always use against
the fundies. Everybody give this guy an
UpTyson!

permalink parent

[–] Emperor_Mao  3 points 7 months ago

According to my vast anime collection, buddism
is actually the ultimate form of atheism. /tip my
fedora to you.

permalink parent
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[–] SaveTheManatees  2 points 7 months ago

Also, that's not a fedora, it's a trilby.

permalink parent

[–] MrRAYGUN2009  31 points 7 months ago

Office depot= 11 letters. you know what else is 11
letters? ADOLF HITLER upvote for visibility

permalink

[–] bodom2245  13 points 7 months ago

More like Auschwitz Depot amirite?

permalink

[–] oglerintheocean  9 points 7 months ago

I don't know, man. This type of comment
doesn't really seem appropriate for this venue.
It's rude, crude, ill timed, unprofessional, and it
doesn't really add to the conversation.

These kinds of personal attacks are really
unnecessary, and it just kind of boggles my
mind when people resort to these kinds of
tactics, in this or any other subreddit.

From what I can remember, reddit used to be a
site dedicated to sharing ideas for the benefit of
all parties involved, without fear of reprisal from
trolls or the uninformed, etc. Not implying that
you are one of these, but just saying.

I think what needs to happen is that we need
to go back and simplify things a bit, take out all
of the garbage and remove or block users who
are just going to post nonsense and try to
infuriate others by posting hateful comments.

Fuck I must be getting old. Thinking back to a
time when people on reddit and the internet in
general used to be decent to eachother.

Haha I guess times change though and there is
no way around it, but still that is no excuse to
insult somebody without even attempting to try
to see things from their point of view.

However, I do applaud you for your audacity
and tenacity at attempting to call out
something that you don't agree with. If the
world had more people like you then we might
have a better future to look forward to.

Man, sometimes I just look up into the sky and
marvel at the wondrous things that the universe
has provided for us, the sights, the sounds, the
experiences, the people who we can agree or
disagree with. Truly a magical experience, to be
alive. :)

permalink parent

[–] schmambuman  7 points 7 months ago

tldr euphoric
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permalink parent

[–] Puzzular  3 points 7 months ago

Man, sometimes I just look up into the sky and marvel at the wondrous things that
the universe has provided for us, the sights, the sounds, the experiences, the people
who we can agree or disagree with. Truly a magical experience, to be alive. :)

you must be a fundie, the universe hasn't provided anything for us, it's just probability,
you theist. and being alive isn't a magical experience. there's no such thing as magic. if
you believe in magic you probably believe in god and you probably voted for mitt romney.
there's no magic to life you dumbass, we're just chemicals. jesus fucking christ you
commie christian.

tl;dr you need to take the pope's dick out of your mouth and try LOGIC for once

permalink parent

[–] oglerintheocean  2 points 7 months ago

Well that may be true, but at least I didn't have sex with Lumbergh.

permalink parent

[–] Fallout2x  5 points 7 months ago

I don't know how to not upvote this pic.

permalink

[–] mananddjinn  3 points 7 months ago

/r/hailhitler

permalink

[–] [deleted] 4 points 7 months ago

look at the bottom

DE|POT

de-pot

they want to exterminate the world's marijuana.

tyranny level = literally hitler

permalink

[–] oyok2112  7 points 7 months ago

OFFICE DESPOT!!!!!

permalink

[–] smokingbush  2 points 7 months ago

You tell me to upvote , downvote

permalink

[–] MrRAYGUN2009  1 point 7 months ago

downups pls

permalink parent

[–] oglerintheocean  1 point 7 months ago

I see.

Downvote, pls.

permalink parent

[–] memonation  2 points 7 months ago

Dumb ass

permalink
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[–] Comment removed by brony moderator /u/Boobies_Are_Awesome 7 months ago

[deleted]

[–] DFGdanger  2 points 7 months ago

http://www.reddit.com/r/circlejerk/comments/1bignu/if_this_posts_gets_1000_upvotes_circlejerk_goes/

permalink

[–] heisenberg69 [S] 2 points 7 months ago

Faggot
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